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THE HISTORY OF THE SHOE IJ:.IDUSTRY IN MAINE 
*** *** "*** 
The story o"f the shoe is a history of the world,._ The 
footwear of nations -.has been a subject for their supersti tiona, 
a part of their· religion, and a factor. in their warfare. To 
"" 
our conventional minds the shoe .is a prosaic thing, but to the 
:fanciful minds of' our ancestors it possessedboth personality 
am charm. Romance and. historyare indissolubly linked about 
the shoe. The well fitting and comfortable shoe of' today was 
not"evolved in a week, or a year-- not even in a century. It 
is the solution of'. a problem on which inan has been working :for -
"ages. 
The varied and inter-esting styles of footwear"undoubted-
" ly had their. origin in the sandal. devis,ed for ·the double purpose 
" -
of protecting the bottom of the foot from the rough ground and 
the extremes of temperature~ Sandals-have been woz-n in nearly 
all parts of' the" ;,orld_, ai?-d .date" back at least to the time_ of' 
the Egyptians Wh.o wore sandals of' papyrus ~and leather of be....auti ... 
ful workmanship. Until ~he end-of the"tenthcentury, tp.is san ... 
dal or moccasin type-was the only type of shoe worn, but the 
.next two centuries saw a departure :from this primitive :footwear. 
The new type o:f footwear was made of soft leather which 
slipped on to the foot with the ease- of' a glove and- resembled a 
leather sock. A shoe of this sort was unfit for muddy weather 
: - - -
and consequently" the wo aden" clog or; chopine" was used. The"pass-
ing of the. soft leather. shoe came toward the end o:f the sixteenth 
2 
century with the introduction of the woven stocking. With the 
-woven stocking came the snug fitting shoe which was the fore-
runner of the conventional -footwear worn today. 
It was natural that.with the march of civilization from 
the old world tothe riew, there should come a distinctive foot-
covering suitable to the wild, untrammeled walks of life in 
America. Consequently we find that the first American shoe was 
a durable but not o~name-ntal affair. It was a heavy cowhide 
boot, tanned in hemlock or oak bark, having no coloring, far less 
. :polish, and was heavily loaded with oil. -
In the development of the shoe industry in America, tJie 
,State of Maine has :played a most important :part. The business· 
·of making boots and shoes- has been one of the fpremost trades in 
the industrial history of Maine~ 
Closely connected with the actual making of boots and 
shoes has been the leather industry• Over a century ago the 
tanning of leather was ty:pical],y a small· scale, domestic :process., 
The hides and skins of.home~slaughtered animals were tanned for 
home use. Every community had its bark house and tanning pits. 
The tanning process was very simple; the hid_es were soaked and 
scraped, the hair being loosened by the use of lime; the bottom 
of' the pit was covered with a layer of- either oak or h~mlock bark, 
which had been crushed -by rolling hea"V'y stones over it. Over 
the ba-rk a skin or hide-was laid,· another layer of' bark was then 
I 
sprinkled and another hide laid-ontop, and so on until the :pit 
was-full.- ·water was -p·our·ed over all arid the hides were allowed· 
to- rest in this solution for six months or more, although they 
might be repacked during that :period. These hides, although on...-
3 
ly half tanned, were taken from the pits or vats, rubbed with 
a thick stick over a beam; and shaved down to the desired thick-
ness. All the work of' cleaning, f'leshi:t:g and Unhairing of' the 
hides was laboriously perf'ormedby hand• It is int-eresting to 
note here that Me-llen Bray, a Maine tanner, in 1850 invented a 
machine that simplified these processes., 
. ( 1) 
"Tanning is- one -e:f Maine • s oldest industries, and with-
in ~ day's ramblii1gs it is possibl·~ to see the old method of' _ 
doing all the work by hand still- applied_ to the _very exacting 
process of' tanning the moccas-in leathers, and to step from 
- -
tanneries of' this kind into plants turning out by modern meth.;.. 
·ads side leathers which -:very closely approach calf' in finish_ 
and feel tt. To own a tanilery l.n the ear.ly days was to be assured 
. (2) 
of' wealth. There probably has been no other industry which has 
be en so leading a factor. in the prosperity of so many communities 
as the tanning industry. It_was-so closely associated with the 
boot and shoe industry that where one was :found-the other was 
sure to be near. 
·In the various town records we find such references to 
the tanning industry as the following! uThe tanning.l>usiness was 
begun in 1800 at Bethei Hill by Deacon Robb~ns Brown, and after 
him was carried on by his two sons, David F. and.: Robbins Brown Jr. 11 _ 
- (3) 
In the' history of North Auburn the :first i.itdustry one finds men-
tioned was tanning. .In 1825 a second tannery was built. 
(1) Dun's~lnternationalReview, September, 1924. 
(2) The_ Shoe Buyer, .Tuly 191q~ 
(3) History of Bethel - Wm. Lapham. Page- 319 
(4) 
(4) History of Auburn_- Lewiston-Daily Sun, September 12, 1919. 
·-
4 
Other references of' a similar character are the follow-
- --
ing: nThe tanne~y in Bradf'ordmanuf'actur~s annually about 400 
tons of' buf'f'al_o leather. It has 120 vats. Most of' the hides 
come from the East Indies.. The ·tannery in Norway turns out 
- (1) -
400 sides per day requir_ing 200 head of' cattle. The hides come 
largely from South .America 11 • - 11Wil1iam Durham was a tanner- in 
(2) -
Belfast in 1805u. The Shaw Bros·. at Grand Lake, Aroostook 
(3) 
County, Maine ha1lle- the largest tanneries in the world. The 
:following is a description of' their plant: 
_ 
11 There is a build-
ing for drying the skins which is 80 f't .. square and eight stories 
high; another building contains 700 vats. This :firm owns its 
- I -
sawmills and its steamers which bring in 100 cords of' bark a day. 
This concern turns out 1000 hides of' finished leather every day. 
Beside this factory the firm owns six other tanneries. The vats 
belonging to Shaw Bros. at Vanceboro contain 500 tons of' leather; 
and the one at Forest about 350 tons. Two years ago this f'irm 
owned 14 tanneries in Canada, _but scarcity of' hemlock bark closed 
seven of' them. An estimate of the leather in the vats of' the 
firm is placed at 3000 tons 1f-_. _ 
- (4) 
The tanneries were located in different sections of' the 
state, the largest plants being in Eastern Maine. The business 
has undergone numerous changes, and many of' the older establish~ 
ments have been-burned, abandoned, ·or put.to-otheruses •. The-
industry was of' much magnitude and gave employment to many hands. 
(1) -History of' :Bradford, Me. P: 225 
(2) History of' Norway, Me. P. 49 
(3) History of' Belfast -Joseph Williamson 
(4} Boot & Shoe Recorder - 1883 
P. 236 
' ---- :·--- -~ _,.·_-:-- -·----~ -.-_ -
5 
It represented an investment ?f considerable capital and con-
sumed an immense quan"tti ~y _of bark. -The big tanneries were in 
Penobscot, Washington and Ar.oqstook Counties. Proctor, Hunt 
& Company of -Boston built at Island Falls in 1881 the largest 
tannery in the State. 
of bark annually. _ 
- {1) 
This tann-ery consumes ten thousand cords 
During _these early days shoes were_made for the family 
by the farmer and his older sons as they sat around the kitchen 
hearth through the_ winter~ The f'ariner had a meagre collection 
of lasts for the family, and with_ these and the roughly tanned 
leather he fashioned either the high boots or brogans, as the 
low shoes were called. There were no machines at this time;-
the farmer • s tools consisted of- a lap stone and hand-made hammer 
for :pounding the_leather; a single knife for cutting both sole 
-and upper leather; an awl_to bore holes; and-a needle or a bunch 
of bristles for sewing •. The :parts of the upper were sewed to-
gether and when the upper was fi~ted, it was slipped on the last 
which had an insole tacked to it, its lower edge was pulled over 
the wooden form tightl;r_-with.pincers until it 90uld be fastened 
temporarily with nails. The outer_ sole_ was either sewed or pegged-
onto this lasted upper. Und.otibtedly these shoes fashioned by 
the unskilled hands o:f the farmer were crude and rough and often 
caused much discomfort to the wearer. 
Gradually the itinerant shoemaker with his kit and lea.,.. 
them apron, tr-avelling :from house to house and village to village 
(1) ·Report. of Industrial & Lab of Statistics of Maine - 1895. 
6 
made his regular visits. .This travelling shoemaker was a wel-
_;_ . -
come visitor to the villages, a~ he brought in the news and 
gossip from the surrounding country. His work was more desirable 
e than the farmer IS 1 Since he had experience in Shoemaking 1 haV~ 
ing served his ~pprenti ceship to some n:i.aster in one of the 
Massachus-etts towns that had. begun to develop as shoe centers. 
He also had a greaternu,mber of' lasts from which to choose, and 
his knowledge of leather was superior to -that of any farmer in 
the community as, com_ing from- the larger towns 
-
especially 
seaports - he was accustomed. to work on a certain amount of im--
ported. leather. Frequently this shoemaker was a born artist 
and took great pride in creating individual styles in his shoes, 
which often attained ahighdegree_ofperfection~ Although made 
in this simple way, these home~manufactured s:Uoes had the meri:U 
of' being made for the foot of. the wearer and: for U:se. 
Gradually the·more enterprising of these travelling 
shoemakers, who had come from the Massachusetts .towns of Salem, 
Lynn, and Newburyport,_ began to realize that it would be more 
to their advantage to locate in some neighborhood where ~hey 
c·ould do the shoemaking in their own homes, or in a little shop 
built in the corner of the yard. The customer brought his leather 
to the shoemaker and 11 struck a bargaintt 'with him. The future 
owner of the shoes no longer had oversight of the worker's use 
of the leather he had brought, but the results evidently were 
satisfactory, for the shops increased in numbers. It was only 
natural that the next step, of the shoemaker providing the lea-
ther and setting a price for the shoe, should follovr. 
? 
• 
As the demand for the shoemaker's wares grew, the older 
children of the family often worked with.the father. The more 
:progressive shoemakers began to take in apprentices. These 
lads were bound for a term of seven years and were taught all 
the :processes in making the whole boot or shoe. After the 
young man had served his tenm, he might then hire out as a 
journeymsnwith the master, or take his kit and move on to new-
er fields. 
Occasionally the master found himself with a :pair of 
shoes on his hands. which were_ spoiled by poor work or mismea-
surements or through the failure. o:f the customer to claim the 
- -. 
sho_es. The sale of such a :pair of shoes naturally suggested 
a new :possibility to the shoemaker~ -Ii he. could sell an odd 
:pair in this way, would-it not· be :possible- in slack times, 
while waiting for defin:i:te orders from specific customers, to 
venture to make up some of the leather on hand and then try to 
dispose of the shoes? _The venture proved to be successful. 
- -
- -
However, since the market was rmcertain and slow·for this extra 
work, the st oclc used- was generally of an inferior q_uali ty and -
the workmanship was no-t so finished as- that of the custom...;made 
shoes, but allowed a fai_r margin' Of profit. 
With this new idea of making some extra shoes during 
dull times_ proving to be J?rQfi tab~e; the shoemaker gradually 
began to vision :possibilities of the -future. - He sometimes dis-
played these shoes in his own siio:P, but mor.e often he put them 
in the village store. -As the demand for these stock shoes 
grew, the master began to make weekly or monthly trips to a 
nearby village wherec he diSJ?OSed of them. With the shoemaker 
P--.·--
giving more of his attention to the selling of his shoes t we 
1rind him pressing into service the m~mbe_rs of his family be-
sides his apprentices and journeymen.- Here in his little shop, 
the master now began to-have his first taste of the commercial 
life in- the risks which he incurred on his investments in stock 
in trade.. We frequently f'ind him dis::posrng of his surplus to 
some entrepremeur who wa·s attracted_ by the chance of :profit 
which the trading·a.:ffered. 
About this time the colonies were beginning to feel t}1e-
irksomeness of England's yoke and the rUmblings of warewere be-
ing heard on all sides~ The non...;im:portation sentiment was gain-
ing force, :people were to be :provided with chances to :prove 
their avowals of belief in :patronizing home manufacturers. The· 
shoemakers of the time began to appreciate the increase in their 
sales as. a result of this growing sentiment arid we find the tan-
ners importing hides from the West Indies and 11 the best of salted 
hides fr_om the Cape o:CGood Hope n, ·to meet their demands for 
-leather. 
With the outbreak_ of the- war, footwear, as in all war 
times, was a vital :proble~, -confronting the Colonial troops .• 
Maine 1 s Minute Men· of that day, saw and performed their duty. 
With gun and last they furthered the cause of the oppressed Col-
onists and the stories that come out of the :past in Maine in-
41, c lude accounts of the v'aliant -efforts- of Maine's shoemaker-
soldiers -to do what they could to alleviate the Valley Forge 
tottures. nMaine's contribution to the Colonial cause in this 
respect is epitomized in the :patriotic action of Ebenezer Wells, 
who dropped his tools and hurried to, help Washington At Valley 
.-·.·.--~ 
Forge. This shoemaker was one o :f the first-to make tb,.e supreme 
sacrifice upon the altar of Lib~rty at that history-making spot. 
. (1 ). 
In the years following the Revolution, the shoe indus-
- try in Maine began to devel-op more rapidly and the village tan-
neries became more numerous. Some of the farmers began to raise 
flax to meet the demand of the shQemakers for- shoe thread. Out 
of her forests the shoemakers of Maine were obtaining the_ lum.-
ber for last -blocks, shanks and pegs. Tovyard the close of'the 
century the Maine shoemakers had begun to_- advertise their wares 
and to plead for the patronage of home industry. The following 
advertisement was in the J"uly 20t~; _lf795 issue of the Eastern 
Herald of Portland: -- 11 Shoes of all kinds for Ladies, Gentlemen, 
and Children; also Ladies 1 Sandals and Misses. 1 red and black 
Morocco Slippers manufactured particularly for Waft & Gedege 
and sold wholesale and retail at their bookstore in Portland. 
Shopkeepers in town and country may be supplied as cheap as they 
can purchase in Bostonn. · 
With this steady growth, extra capital was attracted 
into the industry and this:· naturally brought more ·competition 
for orders and suggested a s_pecialization to secure rapid work. 
Already the producer -did not have to face the customer, his 
reputation did not suffer- from oecasional poor work. As the 
business grew we find the owners 1 little 11 ten.a:footerstt enlar-
ging either by adding more -spa-ce or by letting out part of the 
work to be done in the homes for miles around the shop. 
The master observed t:hat workmen became_ especially 
skillful in a particular operat_ion; for instance, in cutting 
(I) 11 Shoe Buyer" Aprill925~ _ 
• 
-· • ~----~~~-~;-7'. ""--~~~ .,...,::--~:'·n•:--. ~-~---.--.:-~- __ .......,. -~~~~--~:~;-:-- _..., 
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and fitting uppers, .or in preparing soles, or in sewing the 
sole to the upper. This fact led to the first division of 
labor. The expert cutter, who cut the skin wisely and econ-. 
omica lly, was as signed the task of cutting for the entire shop • 
Certain others of thl3 workers were expert at bottoming and 
gradually that task became their special one. Oftentimes the 
members of each f~ily_in the community wculd be found work-
ing on the 'boots:';. - the women on the boot legs, siding and 
cording and sewing the tops and counters; the children sticking 
- the straps; arid- the men lasting -and bottomfng. With the out-
put thus increased~ we find the village shoemakers looking about 
for a larger field of distribution. The Maine shoes were be-
ing shipped on the sailing cv-es_sels from Portland to the southern 
- -
ports ani the Indies:,- as' well as being carried by stage to Boston. 
It might be interesting at ~his point to m ~r the story 
of one of these old-time shoemake~s-, - J"., B. Sawyer, whose 
father before him was a shoemaker. The following interview 
appeared in the Lewiston Evening ·.rournal of August 15, 1888;-
"I have been in the shoe business near-lyfifty years. I com-
menced with father at Topsham~ Ilearned my trade of him and 
worked with him a number of years. -We used to make our own 
pegs in those days. We would saw_ off a piece of maple or birch 
the r~ght length, split it up into thin, flat pieces and then 
dry them by the fires. When they were dry we would split them 
out into-pegs and sharpen the_ends. We would make the pegs 
_nights after work. We could make -enough in one evening to 
last severalt-_ days. We worked by the light of' ta;llow candles, 
all we had in those days. Mother usedto spinout the thread 
-on a whee~, while father would be working at a last, for we made 
·~r- ~ ·...,- kL%-:-.¥J.R,,_"· :;;p;;._: e -~~~:._~3:=--- ~!.::::-:-'-::-~s-7 ."=--:-:--..-~ ~--:,:..,~~-----~-~ -~-~- -. 
11 
our own lasts then. We took a piece of cedar wood and cut 
it out the proper size and· shape and it answered for both 
feet. We C?>lled them ''straight laststt ·because there was no 
difference. in the last for eit11.er foot.· We had no needles 
.for sewing shoes, we used to pullbristles out of the hog 1 s 
back for the end of the thread. I use the same kind nowt 
but they cost a great deal more than they did then. 11 See 11 -
and he took up Cl. piece. of waxed thread in one hand and a 
bristle in the other· and twirled them together with a single 
twist and.a bend of the wri~t that looked easy, but it wasn't 
for it took lots' of practice_to learn the simple twist 11 • 11It 
didn't cost us as much for stock and materials then as it 
does now. There wasn •t. so much French stock used. I have 
made boots right in Lewiston ofthe very pest F:r:ench stock 
at six dollars per pair. Now we have to pay as high as $110. 
per dozen for little French skins that haven't much more than 
a pair of shoes to· a skin anyway. \Vhen father first went 
into the shoemakirrg .business all the work on a shoe was done 
by sewing except the heel~ Nailing came first for putting the 
soles onto the uppers. Then we tried. wooden pegs, which are 
used to the present day~ It was quite an undertaking to learn 
the making of a shoe as we learned ·it, and there are very few 
.American boys who are learningthe. trade now. Five or six 
years ·of apprenticeship is-not. alluring to them:. After I had 
taken my term with father~ I went down to Bath and took in-
struction of an old Englishman mimed· Young. I was with him a 
year and he taught me many thingsabout making shoes that were 
new in this part of the world'i. 
12 
-
It was toward the middle of the last·century that the 
small shops began to disappear and the cobblers of each neigh-
borhood gathered into slightly larger-places. This was the 
. - germ of the :factory system ~-.the birth of specialization 
....,... 
for each man made his particular part of the shoe. 
By the early forties t.he choice of materials and com-
petent workinen were not the only essentials, but patterns and 
tools were becoming important._ The style factor had also be-
gun to take a place in the_making ofwoi!leh 1s shoes. Cloth 
for uppers, graine,d leather or kid for trimming was being in-
troduced as well as a rough grading a.s to sizes and widths. 
There was also a more .fixed idea of style and fit in the minds 
-
of the customers andthis Ied to more attention to detail by 
. t.he shoemaker .. 
This new demand required greater specialization. The 
competition for employment was now keen and this gave the em-
players a chanceto choose the best workers .. .There was a demand 
for those who had become specialists hi some :partic'!ilar opera-
tion, as pegging, crimping or finishing. The necessity also of 
having all the ·shoes of a shipment .. conform to a certa,in standard 
was important and led to the hiring of young men and women to 
learn and master a single :process. We find the following ref-
erence to the pioneer factory: - nOn .January·2d, 1835, the Legis-
lature gr.anted a charter .to the Minot Shoe Company with a capital 
of $5000~00, Wliich_was later increased to $10,000.00, a rather 
modest company for the· present times·, thoug}l considered a :pretty 
big thing then. Asa:ph Howard was :president, and Eli:phalet 
Packard clerk and treasurert with Charles Briggs and.Nehemiah 
/ 
·13 
Packard directors. The first shoes were cut in the dwelling 
of Martin Qrafts at West· Auburn, -Moses Crafts helping to cut 
the first case. In November a shop was completed and the 
- manufacturers moved in.. Although the company declared a 12fo 
=" 
dividend at the end of thef'irst year it did it on the strength 
-
of shoes made which they_ho:pe<l to sell am not on cash in hand, 
for they gave note~ :for the dividend .. · The-next year they 
declared no dividend and the enterprise J..anguish5;)d 11 .. 
. (1) 
Maine:...made shoes of'_ the early days were similar to the 
- - . ~ 
shoes made and_worn _in the- other New England states. Maine 
early began • making low~price lines in :pegged shoes, men 1 s calf 
and kid boots as well as jersey and serge boots for women and 
children. With_ the more general use. of machinery, the manu-
facturers began-to make nturned 11 and McKaysfor the trade-. 
11 While Mai'ne sh_oemakers did hot claim that they producecl fi11.er 
· shce s than any other sec-tion_ of the country they did claim -
am many facts gave creQ.ence to their statements - that in res-
pect to all the elements that go to make up yalue of the produ?t:, 
Maine-made shoes we-re not ~xceecied. in the-ir respective grades n. 
(2 ). 
The little Ind.iari settlements-have furnished the patterns 
. . 
for an important branch of the footwear industry. The Indians 
_were especially proficient ·in the art of making moccasins and 
examples of their work, which are held today more as curiosities 
(1) . -Industrial History of Auburn = Lewiston Sun, September 12, 1919 
· (2) ·The Shoeman·- .July 1915. 
14. 
than for practical wear, .show beauty and finish of' surprisin~ly 
high order. Their_ styl-es: and workmanship have been modernized 
and adapted to the demands of'. today• s civilizatione Several 
4t shoe concerns have taken this old Indian moccasin as a model 
. and through ingenuity and art are· making footwear which stands 
high in popularity f_or cam:~:>ing! house, and seashore wear. 
. . 
The ancient colors, obtainedfrom the juices of berries 
and extracts from barks of trees, have given way to the modern 
types of coloring processe~,_while the vari-colored qeads, long 
. . 
associated with the_ Ind~ap. 1 -ate still utilized to fashion mar-
vellously fine and intrica-te patterns upon the soft leather slip-
per tops. In the early days each Indi_an tribe had its own pe-
culiar design, and many of these h~ve been preserved and are today 
found as features of or_nament~tion. (l) _ From. this htimble origin 
this branch of' the shoe_ industry has become extremely important. 
Today Maine leads the w_orlcr in the production of mocassin fo~twear. ( 2 ) 
Maine is widely known for its shoes for _.river drivers, 
guides a11d sportsmen. 11 The versatility of the manufacturers in 
this· field of shoemaking_is especially shown in several of the 
leading lines of the State. Careful attention has been given 
to the requirements for a shoe to give service to river drivers. 
They work where swift water and rocky bottoms make hard conti-
. tions which led to ;bitelligent study of' requirements. The old, 
rough, hard, uncomfortable shoe has given place to the shoe of 
strength and fl.exibility 11 • (3) 
( l) 
(2) 
(3) 
As one views the footwear progress he mtist come toa real-
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ization that the State of' Maine is today producing very high 
grades in men's, women's arid children 1·s shoes. The adoption 
of the Goodyear Welt process, i;he incorporation into lines of 
the newest and latest models 'of lasts a~d ~atterns, have 
e placed the Maine product among the leaders of its grade. 
- -
Maine, because of its nearness-to Massachusetts, was 
fortunate in drawing skilled ~~orke;rs from the . shoe cities of' 
Lynn, Brockton, _and Haverhill.· Labor difficulties and the 
attendant dissensions among workmen became important factors 
in the migr-ation of' Massachusetts shoemakers to Maine. 11 Skilled 
shoemakers fro.ln outside the ·state. early in the industry found 
Maine most attractiv~ because of the conditi-ons which make for 
happier home lif'e,~broader and more frequent indulgence in re-
creation, and· more comfortable old age tt • 
. (1) 
To an extent parallelled:in few other industries the 
growth in the scale. of the boot and shoe industry has been 
steady 1 even and continuous. The lire of distinction between 
the hand and the machine ·process -of making these products is 
unusually dim and difficult to locate.(2 ) It was with the ad-
vent of shoe machinery that the small ;factories in Maine began 
to take prominence in the manufacture of footwear. 
As early as 1811 we find mention of the invention of a 
Pegging Machine for making pegged shoes. It was not, ~owever, 
e until 1836 that a machine- for driving pegs was invented. This 
machine was later disca,rded. In 1845 a machine for rolling lea-
ther, which took the place of the old-fashioned lapstone and 
hammer, was invented.. ·This performed the work in a few minutes 
which would have taken hours fc~r- hand-workmen to perform. 
(1) Life .Among Maine Shoe.Operatives- Shoe Buyer, .July 1915. 
(2) History of' Ma-ine Louis· G. Hatch,_ Page 583 
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Simultaneous with this was the invention of ~ success(: 
ful form of peg, and used in the pegging,machine known as the 
11 New Era 11 , which became- an important :factor in the shoe industry 
and one of the most efficient machines of th~ period. With the 
e invention of the sewing machine by Elias Howe in 1845 came the 
most important machine which affected the iridustry.. Sl:i!.ortly af-
ter this :followed a machine for sewing with waxed thread. 
The next important movement, and.one destined to shake it 
to its .foundation,. was a sewing machine invented by Lyman R. Blake. 
'This machine sewed the sole of the shoe to the upper in a radi-
cally different manner than- it had ever been done before. Blake, 
lacking the .C'a:gJ:.tal to invest in the manufacture of these machines, 
sold the right to Colonel Gordon McKay. ~Colonel McKay endea-
vored to sell· the.mac]}.ines to the factories,. but because of the· 
price of them few- manufacturers were able to purchase. Conse- · 
q_uently, Colonel McKay placed them in the factories and took a 
portion of the profits which them.achineswould save the manu-
facturers~ This machine was followed by the machine for mak-
ing turned shoes, which be·came known as the Goodyear machine . In 
18'75 there was introduced the first machine for lasting shoes. (l) 
~ach.inery has come, f!tnd we cannot or would not go- back y""' -
to the old time methods. The increase in the cost- of living; 
consequent upon enlarged oppor't_illli ties and increased duties, led to 
e higher wages. Higher wages and tne increase in population mul-
tiplied the demand foroboots and shoes; and one by one the machines 
came in to supply the enlarged demand. The little shop. grew in~o 
. - . 
the little factory;. the pegging machine fed its waxen_ thread through 
upper leather and sole, and still the factory grew. 11(2) 
(l) History of Shoe & Shoe Making -_Charles T. Cahill- for United 
Shoe Machinery - reprinted in Bo.ot & Shoe Recorder J"une 29,1910 
(2) Evolut.ion in Boot & Shoe Iridustry -George E. McNeil. Boot & -
Shoe Recorder - J"uly 6, 1892. : 
1'7 
The coming of machinery into the trade and its rapid 
- - -
development have largely revolutionized the industry. Most -of' 
these machines have been inv:ente-d by shoe workers themselves, 
often after long toil and study of-J?articular processes. The 
following extract will give us an idea of' the importance of' 
the industry at this date: 
TRTil WEALTH AND INDUSTRY OF MAINE FOR YEAR 1873 
First Annual Report, prepared by 
Wl:f.- E. S .- WHITMAN 
*****-l<'**** 
The_ Boo-t and Shoe Industry has- become one of' the prin-
cipal industries in Maine, and the business is still increasing 
by the erection of' new factories. In 1860, the total invest-
ed capital in the manufacture of boots and shoes was $509,124; 
the value of' procluction $1,910,000; hands employed, - males,2065; 
f'ema;tes 1 836; --total niunber 2 1 901; wages $661,878. In 1870 
the-total invested capital was $667,300; total number of-pairs 
of boots and shoes ma:nuf'actured,2 7 089,:1.59; value of production 
$3,144,747; number of hands _employe_d, .... males 1544; females, 539; 
children, 22, ~ total 2 ,105-;' wages:- $77i ,06-6. 
The returns for this year (1873) to this department 1 
which returns d.o not- cover the whole -state' show an invested -
capital of the 112 establishments returned of $1,86~,964; num...; 
ber of' pairs of' boots and shoes manufactured, 5,644,244, or 
nine pairs for -every inhabitant in the State; value of produc-
tion, $8,820,986: hands employed, -males, 4,726, females, 
62 9, children 39, _ totai number, 5394; wages $2, 295, 330. 
It will be seen that iri the yalue of production there has been 
an increase of' more than three hundred and sixty-one percent __ 
over th?-t of 1860, and one hundred and eighty percent over that 
• 
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of 1870. Auburn enjoys a monopoly of the boot and shoe indus-
try in Maine having of i :rwested capital m·ore than half of the 
entire capital in the State'in the business, and manufacturing 
nearly half of the entire product;. the c fty of Portland ranks 
second, and the city .of Bangor third in the list. In Bangor, 
a specialty is made of-moccasins~ During the year the boot 
and. shoe industry has 'been excelle:.nt, and the. prospects :for a 
larger demand than ever, next year, by leading manufacturers 
are cheering. 
Males 
Females 
The. approximate average earnings are 
$12 ~ 00 . per week - Days of labor 280 - yearly $560. · 
8.00 .· II . II l1 II II 280 - It . 373.33 
AUBURN -- STATISTICAL RETURNS OF BOOT & SHOE INDUSTRY IN 1873: 
.James Monroe & Co .. - we~kly production women's ~·misses 1 and 
. . 
chilc:Lren 's pegged shoes, 100 cases;. value $300 ,ooo per annum:; . 
. . - -.- . . . - . 
hands employed 300; 12 months in operation; Market, South and 
West. 
.John F. Cobb & Co. Capital $40,000.,00;. steam power; value 
of production, $150,000; wages during year $35,000; market_ 
Middle, Southern and Western States; principally Southwest. 
Keith & Barry - Capital ~9000.00; pr?duction 25 cases per week; 
value $75,000; wages duringyear $21,600; market, New England 
and West. 
Miller & Randall-- Women's and misses 1 pegged shoes~ 1350 
cases; value $~08,000; wages during year $38,400; marke.t;_ 
South and West .• 
Shaw, Wheelock & Co. -Men's calf and kip boots, 2800 cases:; 
value $135,000: wages $42 1 000; market, New England, South and 
West. 
White, .Jones & Go. -Serge boots and slippers, 90,000 pairs; 
• 
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value ~~150,000; wa~es $36,000 .• · 
L. E. Kinsley & Co •. ~ Women Is and misses I and children Is 
pegged shoes; 30 cases J?er wee~; value $100,000 per year; 
wages ~~19,000 per year; market; South and West. 
H. G. Garcelon - Capital $6 1000; wanen's, misses' and chil-
dren's serge boots; 500 case·s; value $16,000; wages $8,400; 
market, Maine .. 
Pulsifer, Roak & Oo. ~ Women 1 s ·and Misses 1_ pegged shoes; 
30 cases per w_eek; value $ioo,ooo; wages $27,600; market, 
South a:nd West. 
E. F. Packard & Oo. ~ Women's and misses' shoes; value $30,000; 
wages ~66, 000; hands 4? ( 300 hands _employed outside factory); 
market, South and West. 
Ara Cushman & Co • .:. ;!?reduction 25,000 cases_; value about 
$1, 000,000; hands 650; wages $240,000; market, New England, 
West, South and. Northwest. : (0a:pacity has_ been increased 
the present season) •' 
M. Crafts & Co.- ;_ Women's, mi s.ses 1 and children 1 s pegged 
shoes; 60 cases per.week; value $200,000; wages $42,000; 
market, South and West. 
C. M. Daicy ..., Hands employed, 50; 
Emerson & Trufant - Value of production, $150,000. 
Little, Smith & Co~'.-. Value of' production $150,000; ages 
from $35 1 000 to $50,000; 11 months in operation; market, 
South, West and 1\few England (sell to retail trade in New 
England;·· jobbers only elsewhere). 
I. C. Lombard & Co. - 900 to 1000 cases;- :value $150,000; 
wages $42,000; market, New England., - mostly Maine. (55 
20 
males and 20 females employed outsidel. 
D. Harwood & Co. -production Women's, Misses 1 and Children's 
shoes; 60 cases :per-week; value $187,000; wages $38,400; mar-
ket, South and West~ 
George Hill - Women's pegged shoes; 300 cases; value $24,000; 
wages $8,400; market, Sou.th and West. 
Gay, Dingley & Co. -:production weekly 60 cases; value $75,000; 
wages $24,000; market, New.]]nglandand West. 
LEWISTON -
P. McGillicuddy& Co. ~capital $20,000; :production about 
70,000 :pairs serge "?oo~s; value. $87 1 000; number hands employed 
5?; ~eekly wage $;2~00. 
s. D. Wood - 150_ cases se~ge ooots; value $13,500; wages during 
year $2000; market, Maine. 
Dana Webster ~ :production i,ooo c_ases-;- _value $80,000; 20 hands 
employed ( 25 em:plow,ed outside); wages $18,000; market South and 
West. 
LIVERMORE -
S. Soule &Co ...... Lace boots mostly; 25 cases :per week; 26 hands 
. employed; average weekly wage ~9 ,000! market Boston; (some of 
the bottoming is ·done outside). 
MINar -
Berry·, Field & Comp~y,- Mechanic Falls ~ Production 20 cases 
:per day; value $250,000; hands employed 225; wages$120tooo. 
TURNER.-
A. J". Smith & Company_-.Production-5,~00 :pairs boots - 20,000 
pairs shoes; value $43 ,ooo; ch,ands,- 30. 
• 
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SHERMAN-
Benjamin H. Towle; 450 pai·r lace boots; 433 :pair boots; value · 
$1, 732; market, home. 
BRIDGTON -
D .. P. Larrabee ... ·Home manufactured; value $661. 
FREEPORT -
Da'thi Bros. (No ret,. .J M. V .B. .Jordan (no ret. ) .John ·.Jordan 
(no ret.) 
PORTLAND -
Waldron & Shaw - Production 120,000 pairs ladies'· and children's 
boots and shoes; value $140,000; wages ~~60,000; ten months in 
operation; market, New England, New York and West. 
Tyler & Cox- Women's and_children•s boots and shoes; value 
$400,000; hands, 125; ~arket, New England. 
Lord, Haske~l, Neal & Co. - Value $15(),000; hands 150; market, 
New England. 
Sawyer, Webb_& Co. - Value $150,0()0; hands 150; market New 
England. 
Sylvanus Shurtleff & Co. - Value $1001 000; hands 50; market, 
New England~ 
Caldwell Hodsdon,_ Value -ofproduction $100,000. 
Morris, Hull & Co. -Value of_:g.roduction $175,000;. hands, 125; 
market, New England, New-York and West. 
AUGUSTA -
Augusta Shoe Co. - Capital $23,000; stock used, leather and 
serges; value of-production $75~000; nlimber employed 68; year-
• 
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-ly wages $16,000; m~rket,. South and West. 
Clinton Village Mfg. Cor:p •. ~ Ca:pital $2o;ooo. 
HALLOWELL -· 
Horace ~arlin & Son Production lO,OOO.to 12,000 :pairs boots -
7000 to 8000 :pairs shoes; haJ:lds employed, 30 to 40. 
VASSALBORO -
Estes Bros. - Production $26,000; 28. hands employed; wages 
average weekly,· $6.25; market, Boston-.-· 
WATERVILlE -
Roberts & Marston - Pairs shanks :per day, ~50; value $55,380 
per year; hands employed, 40. 
kind in the United States. 
WINTHROP -
·Only establishment of the 
C ~ A~ Wing - Capital ~p6 ~ 500 (also manufacture moccasins)· 
H. ~~ Morton - » 2;500 
s. w. Parlin n 5 1 500 
BUCKFIELD -
Hanson & Goldthwaite -Value o::f ]?reduction, $100,000; 
Women 1 ~, misses 1 and children's :Pegged boots 90,000; 50 hands; 
market, New England,. 
0. M. Dacy & Co. -Women's shoes; _50 hands; market, Southern 
and Western States •. 
NOR-flAY ~ 
Mixer & Clark- 600 )!airs boots; 200 )!airs shoes; value $2700. 
Bangor -
Parker & Peakes- Capital $5,-000; production:875 dozen men's 
_23 
boots; 104 dozen boys' boots; 35 dozen men's shoes; 45 dozen 
boys' shoes; to~alvalue $45 1 549; ,24 hands employed; average 
weekly wage $i6~ 42; market, 'Maine. 
BREWER -
Emerson & Batchelder - Productfon 2000 pairs; value $10,000; 
average weekly wage $12;--market, n.-:ome. 
DEXTER-
Nathan Roberts - Production 600 pairs boots and 400 pairs 
shoes; value $400<?; average wee-kly wage $10; Market, hom~. 
-A. H. Knight & Co.- 400 pairs boots-and 400 :pairs shoes; 
· value $4000; weekly wage $10; market, Home. 
OLDTOWN ~ 
Upper Stillwater Boot & Shoe Mf'go Co. -- Capital $20,000; 
Orrington :production 1000 cases; value $4000; 6 hands; mar- -
ket, Bangor. 
BATH-
Fowler, Bragg & Son _-Production Men's, boys' and youths' kip 
and split boots; zo·oo bases; value $60,000; 30 hands; market 
New England and Wes:t. · 
A. M. Redman &-Co. - Total value :production $125,000; _:produc-
tion 120,000 :pairs; 125 hands-; market, South and: West. 
ST ALBANS -
E. C. Baker & Co. ,_ Thick boots; 115 cases; value ~~4140; ha11.ds 
9•; market, Ma: ine .. -
BELFAST--
Richardson & Oritchett ~ Women 1 s, misses 1 and children 1 s boots 
24 
and shoes; 150 hands; wages _for year_$42,000; market, South. 
SACO -
.James Tibbetts Value production $10-;000; -pairs boots 2400; 
market, Maine. 
SANFORD -
- - -
Butler & Stiles- LadiesJ, children's and mi .. sses' serge and 
. . 
leather boots; hands, 50; Jl!-Ol?-thly wages $~,500. 
Butler & Fogg -_Men's Alaska, opera serge, congress and women·~ s 
briskins; value $175,000; hands 125; wages $42,000; market, 
Boston. 
WARREN -
Warren Shoe Mfg. Co. -·251 1 000 pairs Women's, misses' and 
children's pegged shoes; value $200,000; market, Boston. 
*** ·*** *** 
J3y 1875 the capital :for the boot and shoec _:~nen was no 
longer solely confined to the savings o:f .succe-ssful master-shoe-· 
makers and the hoarded saving.s_of' domestic workers, but -often 
. the capital was hired by the entrepreneurs to secure the lar-
gest or surest profits possible. It often represented system--
atic and critical investment in a s-e~mingly lucrative business 
li 
that would pay a considerable :Profit._ Throughout tlre State we 
find the city andtowh officials offering special inducements, 
as tax exemption, free factory sites·, or the ~se of' a -factory 
built by the su"~?scriptions of' the townspeople. These ·special 
privileges were given in order to attract outside capital _to-
open factories. 
. -
Many o:f these offers were accepted and we find either-_ 
shoe f't:l.ctories or factories subsidiary to the industry spring-
25 
ing up in all :parts of the Statee In the years 1871 and 1872 
many cities and towns_in Maine agitated the subject of having 
shoe :factories established- in their miust for the indirect 
benefits Which were supposed would follow. With this desire 
for :prosperity, shoe manufacturers from other states were en-
couraged to remove to some o:f these cities and towns. 
11A rather strikingly large number of :plants came into 
existence throvgJ:J.out the State after l860u. The enthusiasm 
(1) 
became great at this :period and some of the inducement-s offered 
by different towns are quoted: -- nThe business men of Gilman-
ton Iron Works are about to erect a shoe factory to be run by 
water :power. It will give employment to 100 hands. The town 
has voted to exempt taxation 11 • From the town of Bridgton we 
- (2) 
have the following: ·_ ttThe citizens of Bridgton are subscribing 
liberally to build a large shoe factory for any reliable manu-
facturer wishing to locate there'!. The manufactures from 
.· . (3) 
outside the state sought locations in these Maine towns, as we 
note in the following; 11 The representative of a large shoe firm 
in Lynn recently visited Freeport to ascertain what inducements 
might be offered toward starting a large manufactory there, 
giving employment to three_hundred 11 • 
- . (4} 
11At the town meeting called in 1872 on November 9th, 
it was voted ·to raise a sum of money not to exceed $10,000 to 
(1) History of Maine ~ Louis 0. Hatch - Page 591 
(2) Boot & Shoe Recorder .July.l883 
( 3) Boot & Shoe Recorder - Sept. 1883 
(4) Boot & Shoe Recorder - Oct. 1883 
• 
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. -
aid in ·the establishment of a shoe factory at Norway Village.· 
It was voted to exempt from taxation for a period of ten years 
the business of the shoe;,.making _firm th(ft sho'tlld occupy the 
building 11 • At a meeting of_Novemberl5th, an agreement between 
B._ F. Spinney & CompaY.JY and the- town of Norway was signed. The 
town was_to complete the bui[ding and have it ready for occupan= 
cy the first of May, 1873, to bear all expense of keeping the 
building insured,_ and at the expiration of ten years B. F~ 
Spinney & Company should have the-privilege of buying the build-
ing at an appraised value. The establishment of the- shoe fac-
tory here very soon had_ a marked effect upon the business of the 
town and more than realized_the hopes and expectations of those 
whp had been foremost in bringing it about. There was a 
marked increase in population, rents so_on became scarce, new 
streets were laid. out and new buil<ling enterprisesprojected, 
and the town entered uponan era-of growth and prosperity un-
known before 11 • 
(1) 
Belfast was another of these cities to become inter-
estecl in such a scheme and as a result of agitation among her cit-
izens a stock company~ called. the- Be]ffast Manufacturing _Company, 
was formed for the purpose of furnishing building and power and 
leasing them at low rental to some established shoe manufacturer 
who would bind-himself to come and put the ~actory in running 
order. ··critchett, Sibley & Company leased this factory and 
the business has increased 25fo yearly since 1880. Their line of 
g(JDQd~ is men's, boys' and youths' bal 7 .but_ton and congress, in calf, 
buff_, af'J,d. split. They employ 275 hands and turn out 1500 pairs 
It 
:per day. (2) 
(1) 
(2) 
_History_ of Norwa,T 
Boot & shoe Recorder 
~ Wm~ Berry Lapham 
:,.;. J"an. 14, 1891 
Page-215 
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Often, however, the towns had unfortunate experiences 
with these unscrupulous manufacturers, as the following item indi-
cated: -- "During this interval numerous towns had unsatisfac-
tory experiences with a type of person or firm commonly known 
as r.the tramp shoe manufacturer '• The belief widely held in 
. ' 
·the easy commercial practicability of the boo.t. ani shoe industry 
led to frequent cases of exploitation of this optimistic spirit 
by unscrupulous promoters or or~anizers in that field of busi-
ness.. The practice was common for ca town, through voluntary 
.suoscription onthe part of its citizens, to provide factory 
buildings gratuitous_ly for a given new concern, and to provide 
for its exemption from local taxation for a period of years, 
as well as to show it other favors; foliowed by the firm's 
·remaining in the town and conducting the boot and shoe manufac-
turillg busi:r:-ess·only long enough to enable it to procure the 
special_benefits accruing to it in the early years and then 
·'dropping out' perhaps to repeat tlie cycle elsewhere. It tl) 
The following editorial fromthe Bangor Commercial, 
.of April 1892, ~xpresses itself on this cqndition thus: ~ 
11 Answers to a letter sent out by the Biddeford Board of Trade 
to a certain itinerant shoe- shop are to the effect that they 
were only fishil1,g for-more aid from-the town-where they now are, 
and that having been promised. the. said aid they will remain. 
Biddeford is to be con~ratul~ted. The wandering shoe shops are 
not very valuable establishments to anchor in Maine towns. 
Ellsworth can tell- Biddeford all about that kind of experience ~n 
(1) History of Maine, Page 219 --Louis C. Hatch. 
. ·~ 1¥ p g., 
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At this period 7 it is interesting to note the opin-
ions of two papers on the subject~ We read in the 11 Eoston 
Commercial.· ~lletin11 for April, 1892 -- 11 It is pretty evident 
that t~e attractionof bonuses, freedom from taxes, etc., of 
the country factory, has pretty well ceased to allure. The 
Maine papers, for example, have bitter allusions to What they 
·call 'tramp f~ctories', which after a time. have .moved away 
elsewhere from the towns in which t}J,ey squatted, or returned 
to their first love in Massachusetts. There may be s (]lle seal-
lawag concerns· wno move aroun~ from place to place for what 
there is in it, scooping b.onuses and such like, but we think 
the major portion of these abandoninents of oountry factories 
may be traced to l·egitimate causes, Their operation is not 
economical. It 
We read the following account in "Tim OPINION11 , pub- · 
lished at Rockland, Maine: -..,.. 11 The town of Waldoboro furnishes an 
object lesson of the unwisd.om of municipal aid to private manu-
fac.turing enterprises. That town erected a factory at an ex-
pense of some $35,000and, leased. tt to Daniels & Company, -a 
tramp firm of shoe manD:facturers ,~ -.on the cond.i tion that th·ey -~~ 
should carry on a ousine·ss there and. run a payroll to a certain 
amount. The firm have been in possession three years. They 
have made shoes when it sui ted. their .purp?ses, and employed a 
small number of persons at very .low wages. They have not pre-
tended to run the payroll they agree.d to. The experience pf 
the town should be a warning to other towns against being in-
veigled into any such trap. Municipal aid.to industries under 
private management has proven· an expensive failure in this case . 
) 
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·"' .l<". • ........ , ...... ,..,_,s,-... -- ... .,.. -~~- #>•. 
as it generally has. 11 
J3ecause· of her nearness to Massachusetts, Maine has 
ueen especially fortura te in being able to draw upon the labor 
of that state f'or skilled workers. These workmen who came into 
the state on the opening of new factories found desirable homes .. 
Those with famil:ies found the moral atnro:sphere good, the schools 
equal to any, and opportunities for wholesome growth possible. 
-
Many of the Massachusetts concerns were experiencing 
difficulties at this time because of labor conditions, and were 
either removing their factories to Maine, or were establishing 
branches there. The following extract. from the 11 J3angor J"our-
nal 11 of J"anuary 5th, 1889 will be of interest: -- 11 A shoe factory 
boom is rife among the towns in the southern counties, and a 
host of factories will probably be started this year. There nev-
. er was so favorable a tiine for the cultivation of shoe manufa6""-
turing in Maine, and the Massachusetts shoe industry is in a cha-
_otic condition, having suffered such tremendous shock from the 
Knights of Labor within the past three years that the manufac-
turers have apparently resolved not to expose themselves again 
to the dangers of~ assaults from the combined malice and brute 
force of big and 1~ekcless labor unions in large cities, especial-
ly when so much can be saved intaxes' insurance and so on in the 
country villages. ·Our advantages over Massachusetts for econo-
e. mical shoe manufacturing assuring the Maine factories a. sure and 
remunerative market-, have been well improved during the past year. 11 
In the following town records of this period, we find 
mention of these factories locating in Maine: --
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MECHANIC FALLS: · Harris & Sons have moved. their factory here 
from Marblehead, Massachusetts. They will· employ 350 to 4450 
hands as soon as they can get accommodation to board same. 
RANDOLPH: One of tlJ..e growing industries of Rand.ililph is 
· the shoe factory of J. W. Ingalls & Son of-Lynn, Mass. They have a 
new, thoroughly equipped. factory,- and il?-tend to do a large part 
.of the sewing here f'or the Ly:pn factory. The payroll d.i stri b,.... 
~ 
utes a good. deal of money weekly to the J13 ople of the town. 
RICRMO:t.i"D: There is a :prospect of another shoe factory 
being built here. · It is understood that D. A. Caldwell & Campa:... 
ny, of Lynn, contem-plate removing their entire plant here. 
RALLO WHJLL: _Johnson Eros. will remove the machinery 
from their Lynn.factory to the new one· at Hallowell. 
·NORWAY: E. Frank Spinney' & Company, of Lynn, do 
$1,000,000 to $1 1 500,000 worth of pusiness annually. Formerly the 
entire business was carried on in L~D, but a portion is now done . 
in Norway. · Because of Labor Unmans dictating to the concern, the 
firm has decided to remove the entire business to .. Norway . 
SPRINGVALE: . J. A. Orne & Co. have moved parts of the!ilr 
.. 
. ifractory here from Marblehead, Mass., be~atise of recent lockout there. 
VJEST KE:t.lNEEUNK: ,A new factory employing 400 hands has begun 
manufacturing. This is operated by Breed Shoe Company of' Lynn. 
Ki'lllball Eros., who for twenty-five years,man-
. . 
ufactured in Haverhill, move<i to this place about one and a half . 
years ago. · They employ 3oa· hands and make a bout ~-ooo pairs per 
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day of medium grade men 1 s b~ton bal and congress for Southern 
and Southwestern trade. The average weekly payroll is $3,300 
per week, and the factory runs f'ifty weeks in.the year.u 
*** *** 
We can readily understand that the Massachusetts shoe 
centers vi·ewed wi-th appr-ehension this exodus of manufacturers 
and laborers to the nieghboring state~ · The 11 ]3rockten Enterprise 11 
had several articles on this subject ·during the year 1886,_ com~ 
paring the advantages and disadvantages of Brockton and Auburn. 
One iri regard to prices in Auburn said in substance: - 11 0nly 
recently have prices been adjusted in any department except 
lasting. The-lasters have a standard price. Some manufactur-
ers pay by the piece; others by th~ day. The Auburn manufac-
turer aims at economy;ne compels.the laster to furnish his 
own tacks; however, this is somewhat o~fset by the laster not 
being required to paste in the counter. The McKay sewers 
working by the piece furnish their own needles and pay for wax-
ing thread; the cost is about i2 cents. on thirty dozen. Th_e 
advanta,ges of Auburn to the manufacturer. are c.,. lower wages and 
lower rents. The disadvantages are.- .transportation cost 
greater;_ greater distance-from Boston, the shoe market". 
One of Maine's very important and undisputed advan~ 
tages for the manufacture of-shoes has always been her favor-
able labor concli tions. Her shoe workers· are of a sturdy, thrifty, 
peace-loving character. Their loyalty and their freedom from 
'dissension is well known in the trade.. Manufactur_ers _and 
their employees have a mutual sympathetic good will; each is 
interested in the welfare of the other. Labor difficulties 
consequently have never been very common. Many of these work-
ers own their own homes and wherever this condition exists, 
:prosperity abounds. With the advent of machinery, labor 
conditions changed greatly; thus we read of the transforma-
tion effected by the year 1891; = "Labor.earns by machine 
now (1891) one htUidred percent more than by hand in 1884; fe~ 
male labor is :paid several times the wages of 1850, and males 
receive about three and one-half times the wages of 1850 11 • 
(1) 
The census of 1850 .states that the shoemakers of Maine earhed 
an average of seven dollars a week for fifty weeks. An in-
vestigation of the industry of the entire State would :probably 
show a lower general average of wages than in other shoe 
centers, since in the smaller towns employees worked at lower 
wages rather than leave home to obtain employment. 
Since many of these factories came to Maine because 
of labor troubles elsewhere, we can well imagine that they 
took the means to discourage any attempt on the part of labor 
to organize .. The foll-owing yxtract on the Labor question in 
Maine is taken from the 11 Boston J"ournalu of December 23, 1885: 
"The efforts of the labor unions at Norway, Gardiner and 
Skowhegan do not appear to have complete· success.- All the 
factories are running full crews and expect no trouble .. At 
Skowhegan the labor unions find no favor.. There has never 
been any trouble between capital and labor; the tow.n has been 
(l) Report of Industrial & Labor Statistics -- Maine 1891 
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one of' the most prosperoils, and it is argued that the intro-
duction of' unions is not a necessary element for the promo-
tion of' the toW?2' s pr-osperity. It has been announced by Keene-
Bros. that they propose to conduct business on the same 
principle as a mutual insurance company is conducted. Even 
at the close of' the present year adividend will be declared 
and divided among men in their employ~ This will be con-
ducive to harmony. '\ At Gardiner, Kimball Bros. have comprom-
ised with the K I?-ights of Labor and ao truce has been arranged 
for six months. Kimball Bros. have been disposed to meet 
half-way; therefore both sides -yielded certain points. In 
Norway,. at the f'act~ry of' S:Pi:rm.ey & Company, where there had 
been E!ome agitation, the _firm, when the summer.run was finished, 
·discharged all em:ployees, but told them to report on the fol-
lowing Monday and as many hands would be re-employed as would 
be necessary •. Those who had assisted-in the movement to die-
tate prices to the firm found themselve-s out of' employment. 
A new list of prices, ·some higher and some lower, was adopted. 
The company announc~d that it would hire· union tnen who accepted 
the prices. 11 
The shoemaJfers. throughout the entire state of' Maine 
as a class have been not ·only self'~respecting and independent, 
but satisfied and proud over. their work. The early· shoe 
workers were mostly :.Americans, but with the growth of' the in-
dustry and the increase in immigration, we notice that the 
workers of other nationalities began to enter the industry. 
The wages of the early days seem 9-uite meagre, but they were 
- ' -. 
equal to those in like industries. 
, 
- "':-~-.- -------._r- -.-- ~--:-; -. -:.-~--~ ,· --~~~ 
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It has always been hard for the shoemakers to fully 
appreciate the· difficulties of the manufacturer,· - to realize. 
that factory organization brought· into the industry entirely 
new problems' such as having large amounts of fixed capital 
involved in stock, in ;machinery and factqry buildings. It 
was but natural tlia t the workingmen should always see the in-
crease of business in- size and number of grades, without 
. c 
appreciating the increasing risks, losses and problems. This 
misunderstanding occasionally lecL to: a slight•friction such 
as is -qlJ.oted here:- ..;. uThe lasters in Webb & Cushing have the 
audacity to believe ~hat the prero"gative of employing work-
ingmen is theirs 11 • 
{i) 
In l867: the Shoe- workers in Milwaukee organized a 
union lmow:n as the Knights of St.;' Crispin. This order quick.,.. 
-
ly ·spread throughout the country ~nd. na~u~ally many of the 
worl\:ers in Massachusetts became-members. ·The object of the 
organization was: (1) to keep out-of the shoe trade all new 
workers, except sons of St. Crispin members who might be taught 
the trade;- (2) to keep the prices of wo:Ek on boots and shoes 
up to that demanded by the skilled workers; (:3). to refuse to. 
war k in any shop or for any employer who would not keep a 
11 closed shop11 ; (4) to encourage co-operative manuf'actu:r_-e, which 
would assure not only fair wages and more regular work, but 
self-employment. 
As a sesult of this organization, some manufacturers 
had serious difficulties and. Maine proved a welcome place of re-
fuge for them. 11 Some Lynn manufacturers are establishing coun-
try factories on accoitnt ·of the excessive demands of Crispins .• n 
. (2) 
(1) Eoot & Shoe Recorder - April 1887 
(2) Eoot & Shoe Recorder - Sept .. 1883 
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There were several attempts to organize labor in 
Maine, but they met with little success~ The most powerful 
organization among the Maine shoeworkers was the Lasters' 
Protective Unions. The If:nights. of' St. Crispin met with 
little favor and consequently we find little mention of' strikes. 
The workers gener.ally preferred to settle their grievances by 
more peaceful methods~ Thus we read of' cdnditions in 1873:-
11 Shoe manufacturers have· been ·troubled about the wage 
question, and foremen of' departments have stated that not a 
week passes bu:t that some employee has an increase of' wages, · 
but it will be only fair to state that this occurs nearly al-
ways in work paid by the day, as in the cutting-room, where 
men are frequently changed to other work. Very little note 
is taken of' this ind.ividual incr~as~ of earnings, but any cut~ 
down is ·the pre cursor of trouble. That~ perhaps, :is as it 
should be, :for labor is not fully paid for its life blood. But 
these troubles are a great annoyance andnearly.all employers 
as well as employees are believers in arbitration.· In every 
shop which recognizes and. depends upon the Lasters t :·Protective 
Union for its lasters, there is a price list arranged yearly in 
April and a shop commi t.tee is appointed by each local union 
from among the shop crew of lasters to represent the union in 
its business with the firm. Some firms believe in shop com-
mittees as a method of arbitration; some view ·in a favorable . 
. light a local board of arbitration; but the many are of opinion 
that for the industries of the State the;re should be a board of' 
disinterested men to decide all q_uestions in dispute which may 
properly require arbitration. Shopcommittees are not always 
.. . 
well su:pported;. local boards would perhaps be prejudiced; out 
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a state board of arbitration 1vould act a s a court of equity,· 
and with due justice·. to all parties. By state arbitration 
it would seem that many labor difficulties would be obviated, 
and if entire sat-isfaction was not _arlways given, yet a vast 
saving would be made by immediate settlement. of disputes 11 • 
(1) 
In modern times there is much talk of co-operative · 
manli.facturing arid profit...,sharing plans.. People often think 
of these as new ideas 7 but-we will call attention to a plan 
which was put in operation in the shoe manufacturing firm of 
. . . 
Ara Cushman & Company,_ of Auburn, in Apri11886. 
11 0ur own state_is furnishing an interesting experi-
ment in 'industrial partnership' or profit sharing. In April 
1886 the ·extensive shoe manufacturers of Auburn, - Ara Cushman 
& Company, inaugurated a plan arranged somewhat after the Peace 
Dale method. In an address-to the employees of the firm, March 
27, 1886, Mr. Ara Cushmanannounced the plan in the following 
words: - 'In this proposition we nowpresent you, we ask you 
to run no risks and make no guarantees; for .this reason the 
dividend to you must be smaller than it :Possibly might be·if 
you, with us, shared_ the risks o-f the busine.ss. We intend the 
wages paid you weekly to be fully an equivalent to you to the 
amount to be set aside for. capital; man?-gement, and the r-isks 
and guarantees of business-;. I do not wish to give you reason 
to expect a large dividend :on the amount of wages earned; for 
. . ; 
a small percentage on the amount of our payroll would be a 
large sum. Our payroll last year was about $250,000,_- 5fo 
of which would_ be $12,500,'1- quite a respectable amount. But 
5fo on the earnings of one man whose pay in the year amounts 
(1) ·Report of Industrial & Labor Statistics - Maine 1891 
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to $500. is only $25.00, which by itself' is not a large sum, 
but if multiplied by the number of men and women vve employ it wou 
would amount to a sum worth working for~ 1 u 
The first year 1 s trial of the -E}::h-'1? eriment (for such 
-it was and is) ended April 29, 188?, when the following extract 
from the report of- the committee was made to the employees:-
nNo'\117 in addition to your wear 1 s work upon this plan, 
the firmhave declared a dividendo£' four percent. That is, 
each one of you will receive, tomorrow, in addition to your 
wages, four percent upon your last year's earnings,- or in 
other words, Ara C~shman & Company_will, tomorrow, divide among 
their employees the sum of $11,529.78, which, added to the 
sum paid out already, makes. the amount f'or labor $299' ?44.45 11 • . 
- - (1 J 
The advent of machinerywas received with much oppo..a 
- ~ . 
sition by the s}J.oemakers, as they feared: by its adoption their 
services would not berequired .. The following extract from 
the ":Boot & Shoe Recorder" o:f Janxary,- lB89 is interesting: 
It The history of the introduction of labor saving machinery has 
- . 
been an almost- continuous opposition Qll_ the part of workmen. 
In the boot and s:Jfube industry the inventor of'_ the_ pegging ma-
chine was mobbed, and his first machine destroyed. Tbe sew-
ing machines met with opposition al:inos-t as persistent and 
unreasona "b,le. All the later machines have had the same oppo-
l 
sit ion to iovercome •. The Lasters' Union has determined that it 
will main ain _its monopoly and that lasting machines shall not 
be used .. 
Lasters' 
While not directly opposing the machines, the 
' -
ion demands that the same price per pair shall be 
(1) Report of Industrial & Labor Statistics - Maine 1887 
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paid with the machine as is_ paid :for lasting =ty hand. Such 
a demand, of course, makes the machine_s valueless to shoe 
manufacturers and W0Llld e:f:fectua lly prevent their ':l-se, which 
is the object that the -rasters seek toaccomplish 11 • 
until the_ latter part o:f the 19th cen~ury,- there were 
many companies making machines :f:or :similar purposes -and compet-
ing .with each other. This often led to legal difficulties, and 
while they were being settled_ often the whole production of a 
:factory would cease.... It was undoubtedly these conditions 
which brought under one management the most successful machines 
employed at that time in shoe production. This organization, 
which undertook the· standardization of the successful machines, 
is today known as the United-Shoe Machinery Corporation, which 
today supplies approximately 95% of the shoe factories o:f the 
country. 
This corporation not only improved upon the machines 
which it acquired, but also set to work to invent machines to 
take care of ];)rocesses whi-ch had up to this time been performed 
by hand. Notable-among these machines are: the pulling-over 
machines ' which take' _care of the bottoming . of. shoes; and the 
clicking machine :for cutting out the dif:terent parts which :form 
the shoe uppers. -It also manufactures wire nails, .ta:C.ks and 
pegs in small factories and supplies a large part o:f the trade 
in these articles. 
The method adopted by the corporation was what is 
-known as the royalty sys-tem. The machines were placed in the· 
factory and the manufacturer paid a certain amount :for the lease 
of them. The corporation kept the machines in repair; this 
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service naturally ca lied for an organization of' expert mach-
inists whose duty was to keep_ the machines -in :perfect running 
condition. 
Because of' the standardi-zation- of the machinery and 
the high type of service which is supplied., the Maine manufac-
- - - - -
turers early availed themselves of' the opportunity t-o improve 
- . -
their_product .. A large service branch_ is ma~ntained in 
Auburn by the corporation, and from this headquarters men are· 
sent out over the State-to attend-to the adjusting and in-=-
stalling of the machines~-.. 
Boston, which is New England 1 s greatest market, is 
but one hundred and fifteen miles distant from Portland, and 
numerous trains connect the two cities in a three hours' run. 
- -
From Portland we find the numerous branch lines spreading all 
over the state. These bra~ch lines serve the host of large 
manufacturing towns, thus bringing them w~thin easy reach of 
Boston and the shoe .and leather districts .. 
i.) 
There is also at Portland a splendid harbor which 
furnishes adequate freight shipping facilities. Beside Port ... -
-land there are other splendid harbors, -~ in fact,- there is a 
· direct st_eamshi:p line from_ some :port accessible to every city 
and town in the state which possesses a shoe factory, or the 
factory of an allied industry. The companies operating upon 
these commercial water_w&ys have :provided every modern means for 
the prompt Jll.andling and forwarding of all freight •. 
At·Portlancl there are convenient facilities for the 
reshipment of freight , as well as at the other :ports. Between 
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points in Maine and the Middle West_ and :far West, the railroad 
freight rates are the same as they are :from p'oints in Massa.,. 
chusetts and neighboring states. Thus, Maine manufacturers 
have the advantage of low rates and prompt fast service and 
- - ' 
are brought within easy access of' the markets of raw materials 
and the finishe-d product. 
In the early days o:f the industry, when Maine's :fleet 
of' clippers sailed from her ports, the manufacturers saw the 
possibilities of' building up a large trade with the West Indies 
and the South American ,countries, as -well as the southern parts 
of our own country. In this trade with the West Indies, es-
-. .. - -· 
pecia lly Cuba and Hayti 1 the shoes were tied together in pairs 
and shipped in cas~s, empty flour barrels, and Havana sugar 
boxes. On the return- trip the ve_ssels brought back sugar-from 
Cuba and coffee from Haiti. In shipping them to South .America, 
the shoes were usually put in_ cases, twenty-four pairs to a 
case. These cases were bound with iron straps, since gr·ea ter 
care was necessary, as they often were carried on the backs of 
mules across country. All the export trade was full of' al= 
lurement and hope. 
The trade with the South -w~s of two :types, - the rich 
and well-to-do men of these states ordered their own boots and 
those_for their families to be made up by some custom shoe-
maker, but for their slaves they bought cheaJ?ly-made brogans~ 
It was this trade in-the roughly-made shoes of ~he pre-Civil-
War days that llr.-ttracted the Maine manufacturers. 
It was the expansion of the West that made the mar-
. ket _and demand for the new factory-made boots. There were no 
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custom boot-makers in the Western frontier settlements to take 
individual orders, so the people in these parts must be con-
tent to supply their needs at the frontier store. Maine shoe 
manufacturers took their place among the-pioneers in the 
Western trade~ This trade began to make hints if not demands 
as to styles t instead of accepting quietly anything the shoe-
maker provided.· Manuf'acturers found that.in.order to obtain 
this new trade they must meet the demands and they began intro-
ducing new styles, niceties and novelties. The Maine manufac-
turer was quick to· adopt these new styles and he was early in 
the field as a successful claimant for his share of the business.; 
As the industry expanded and the newer methods of 
marketing became more important, we find the manufacturers 
either disposing of their output to the jobbing houses in Boston, 
or selling to the trade of.the ~outh and West through their 
salesmen who made _regular trips.- 11 While travelling through 
Ohio and Michigan the writer was surprised to find the name of Shaw, 
Goding & Company on cartons in many shoe. stores.- It seemed 
strange to find shoes made 1 · •way dovm in- Maine•~ 'sold'-- 'way· 
out West·'."-· 
( 1} -
Until 60 or 70 years ago, shoemakers threw into the 
dump or saved for_ the fire all .the -leather, both sole and -
upper, which they did not use in~ making shoes~ - Gradual].y 1 they 
learnedto save leather and eliminate this waste. Some manu-
facturer discovered the advantage of cutting up sole leather 
into soles and sorting the sol,es., pairing thoSe which were 
best suited for their own line of business, and selling what was 
(1) E. E. Small, in Boot & Shoe Recorder - October 29, 189Q. 
• 
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left to other manufacturers who fqund that these soles were 
better suited to their product, . and were cheaper than soles 
which they cut~ 
Other thrifty New Englanders discovered that they 
could take the remnants from cut sole shops and cut into very 
good top lifts forheels. The next was to cut up the rem-
nants into pieces and put_together; and make pieced heels. 
They saved the pieces,- and then put the pieces together into 
useful and saleaole stock for shoe manufacturers. 
The process of sav.iing has given employment to thou-
sands and has enabled them to provide shoe manufacturers with 
good material for making boots and shoes at very low prices. 
That material has enabledshoe manufacturers to provide the 
people with shoes :for less money, --perhaps fifty cents or 
even one dollar less a pair, -than they could possibly hope 
to get them i:fthe remnant leather was permitted to·go to 
waste, as it was in formerjrears. 
- -
In connection with this ~alvaging, the following ex-
tract shows how the ~Tew Enghnd idea of thrift is put to good 
. -
advantage: -- )~At the County workshop in Auburn, the waste 
scraps of leather from the cutting tables of the shoe :f"'titctor= 
ies in Maine, and also from Montreal and Quebec, are picked 
over and the pieces large ·enough are cut into heel lifts, 
assorted into sizes, and shipped to shoe factories. On an 
average, 3000 pounds are shipped-each week. The useless 
scraps are boiled to get the oil, which is one of the finest 
. . 
mixtures for dressing leather. The dry scraps are then sold_ 
to the Auburn factories for_fuel". 
- (1) 
(1) Boot & Shoe Recorder - September 188'1. 
• 
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"J~ F. Devine is· engaged in the manufach1re of boot 
heels. He employs two large crews, day-and night, and manu-
fact~res them from the waste of the sole leather factories. He 
has the contract. to :furnish four facto~iesn. 
- (1) 
With so much lumber available it- is quite natural to 
find the manufacture of shoe cases, shanks, last blockS', die 
blocks, cutting boards and shoe· pegs o Six important manufac;,.. 
turers of last blocks have made the state famous as a last ... 
block-producing terri tory~ Maine ranks first in the manufac-
ture of wooden shanks and Maine shanks enjoy a world-wide 
-
market,. Several·im:portant factoriesrun twelve months in the 
year producing shoe pegs.. The heels of the most exclusive 
shoes made in _A.rnerica are pegged with Maine-made :pegs, and 
foreign shoe manufacturers look to Maine for millions of pegs. 
each year. 
With the supply of last ~locks so near, and the 
market for lasts also close at hand, it is quite natural that 
we find Maine producing high-grade stylish ·lasts. 
. . 
It is 
worth recalling the.fact.that it was a Maine last manufactur-
·-
er who invented one of the mo-st· successful forms of the divi-
ded last. 11 In Auburn is located FitzJ3ros .. Last Eactory, 
which has brought mo1;.e improvements to the last busine·ss of this 
country during the :past fifteep. years than were made in the 
business in the hundred years preceding" • 
(2) 
Maine is also the home of one of the la-rgest leather 
board.factories in the world, as well as for the :production. of 
(1) :Boot & ShoeRecorder- May;: 1888 
(2) J3oot & Shoe Recorde·r ... June 29, _1910. 
• 
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heeling boards and fibre-boards~ The following extracts are 
interesting: ..:...,. nseveral establis}'lraents in Maine manufacture 
leather boCl,rd and-st~ffenings.· The largest mills are at 
Kennebunk and Poland • The value of the goods manufactured in 
these towns last year was $200,000 11 ,.: · 
. . (1} 
Other references to this :part of-the industry are made 
in such items as the following: 11 TW? ·new heel factories have start~ 
eel in Auburn and a leather-board couriter factory has gone into .. 
operation there"• 11 A new heel.factoryhas opened at Gardiner 
and. one at Rand.olph 11 .. 11 A new- leather~board. factory has been 
built at Belfast; the one at Minot has been enlarged and is 
running night and da·yu. 
. . (2) 
Auburn is one of the largest and most successful shoe 
· .. manufacturing·· center's in the country. This throbbing center_ 
of a .great ind'lj.stry is situated in the ];licturesque Androscoggin 
County, Maine~ Before the whites- came ·to' this part of Maine, 
the Anasagunticook or Alldroscoggin Indians peopled. the valley 
of the river that bears their name. 'What is now Auburn former-
ly comprised a part of Minot, Poland and Danville;; It was not 
until Auburnwasincorporated as a tovv.n,-February 24, 1842 1 that 
it was given its present name,. 
In common with every other section of the Stat~, Auburn 
hadt in its infancy, in the-early years of the last century, its 
* humble cobblers. It was in Auburn that the. first _attempt to 
develop the industry, as now- conducted._, was made" The city is 
ad.mirably situated for the manufacture of shoes, and has a good 
(1) Boot & Shoe Recorder - .July, 1884 
(2) Boot & Shoe Recorder .Jan.9,1889 
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permanent class of shoe workers. 
11 It was in 1844 tha,t A~ 1'. White started his factory 
in New Gloucester, moving to Auburn _in 1856 11 a This was the 
second factory started in Auburn and was closely followed by -
the J"ohri F. Cobb Shoe Companyo 
_ 
11 On May 19 t 1848, J"ohn F.- Cobb with Moses Harris, 
bought his first lot of leather and commenced making women's 
pegged shoes at North Auburn. He later came into town and-
with others, established the- well known firm of .John F. Cobb 
II Shoe Company. 
tt in 1854, Ara Cushman began to manufacture shoes in· _ 
West Minot. With the advent of this factory, the shoe work-
ers in Maine factories inci-eased to sixty. In 1863 he· moved 
to Auburnu. 
n.racob H.- Roak was a pioneer in the shoe industry at 
West Auburn .. · After selling his. business there he came down to 
Auburn and in 1847 with E •. F. Packard and Sam :Pickard started 
a factory where :Phoenix block now stands 11 • 
- (1} 
In 1855 the total product of Auburn shops was about 
$l:fOOO,OOO annually •.. By -the- year 1871, there were twenty-
one factories in the city:; wh;ich is considerably more than 
there are today. By 1891 the number of factories had de~ 
creased to nine but ~he invested capital and product had 
increased several ndllions.. In 1919 only two of the factorie13 
are in existence under the same name of a quarter of a century 
earl-ier. These are the Dingl.ey, Foss- Shoe Company and Wise 
and Cooper, but the ownership of these has been considerably 
(1) Lewiston Sun- September 12, 1919. 
• 
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changed. 
11 Since fabric shoes hav,e-become a JlO:pular type of 
footwear, five f'~ctories inAuburn ha'\'"e specialized in their 
manufacture, with the result that over 15?'t of' the fabric 
shoes .are produceQ there. Auburn is reaping the reward of 
the vision of' he·r manufacturers, :for:it 'wasin this city that 
the canvas shoe wa_s originated"~ ·.During the early days of 
- Ot). 
baseball, :players wore a type ·of sport shoe made from heavy 
brown duck with leather tip and trimmings, known as the base~ 
ball shoe, made by several manufacturers. The steadily 
increased demand :for this model :for summer we-ar so impressed 
Mr. Foss and Everett $tevens that they decided to make a com-
:plete line o:f white canvas for women, misses and children. 
Itwas.about 1900when the manufacture of' these 
canvas shoes was begun, and -it was the :first time any mahu= 
:facturer ever attempted to :pusb, white shoes. They took :from 
the start, and as years went on the canvas shoe industry 
forged ahead by leaps and bounds and became the leading fea-
ture o:f Di_ngley Foss Shoe Company'$ Others took it u:p as 
Cushman-Hollis Company. Soonwhite shoes became the main-
stay with them as with Dingley, Foss and Company. -Both 
concentrated efforts on white canvas_, and the shc:e became so 
:popular-that both f'irms_were :forced-to build additions. These 
shoes are sold in all leading markets of' the world. The 
output of' the two concerns is about 50,000 :pairs dailyo ·More 
(2) 
than ten million canvas shoes were turned out in Auburn be.;. 
(r) The Shoe Buyer-~ April, 1925. 
(2) The Shoe & Leather Ry:porter, Fe]Jruary 9; 1922. 
• 
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tween August 1, 1922.and .July 31, 1923!, thus showing that 
(1) . 
the world came to .A.uburn for its white footwear. 11Auburn has 
the largest factory in the world devoted to the making of turn 
shoes 11 ~ nThere is a production of nearly 20,000 pairs of 
(2) 
shoes daily in thelargest plant in Auburn, which today inci~ 
dentally has· the grea-test production and the biggest weekly 
payroll ~f any -shoe factory in New England". 
(3) 
One of the biggest advantages which Auburn Manuf'ac-
turers have is in the happy local labor situation. The shoe 
workers of Auburn are considered among the best in the country. 
They are natives and the majo:r-ityof them are skilled in their 
work, Auburn having been a shoe manufacturing city for so many 
years, has a generous supply of' what in the industry is called 
tttraditional laboru. Thib_s high skilled labor together with 
- -
economy of' management work -together to make a quality produc-t 
which can compete with·any shoe in the country on the basis of' 
good workmanship .. There are f'ew cities in the country where 
employers and employees mingle t-ogether. as they do in Auburn. 
There are few cit,:tes where the manufacturers take such a live 
generous attitude toward community welfare projects. Each fac-
tory has its own nurse or nurses whose work is not confined to 
the factory but reaches out into the homes and through the 
labor department-watch is kept on home conditions-and much 
better health and constructive assistance given. 
nAcross the bridge in Lewiston stands the second lar-
gest shoe factory in the state. It is that of the Gay-VIoodman 
Company. Goods made· are men's medium and.fine grade 
(1) The Shoe Buyer =-April 1925. 
(2) Lewiston Sun - September 12, 1919. 
(3) The Shoe Buyer,.. April, 1925. 
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machine sewed and Goodyear welt shoes, beaver boots and 
sporting goods-. The value of the yearly produ.ct is $800,000. · 
(1) 
In the busy season ·500 hands are employed and the daily out-
put is 4 1 000 pairs. 
In a recent interview~ Mr. Arthur B. ButmanJ chief' 
of the Shoe & Leather ManufacturingDivisiori at Washington, 
said: nMaine has enjoyed its share of the prosperity, as will 
be shown in the following figures.. For the six months ending 
December 31, 1923 there were thirty;....five factories operating 
in the State with a total value of production of $36,959,419.52. 
The total amount of payroJ:l ofemployees was· $9,886,0?7.77; 
arrl the total amount of payroll of salaried officials was 
$93l 1 658.o4lu. 
At the pres~rit- tiwe it might be interesting to know 
something concerning the :factor2es operating in Auburn. 
6ushman-Rollis Companyof ,Auburn, Maine was fqunded in 1854 at 
West Minot, Maine by Ara Cushman. They manufactured men's, 
boy's, women's and misses' fabric and leather shoes. Their 
output was 15,000 pairs per day, and they employed 1300 hands 
(750 male and 550 female}. Theirmarket is United-States 
·and Canada. They are also specialists in the manufacture of 
white shoes; both canvas and white kid. 
Dingley, Foss Shoe Company of Auburn, Maine was founded in 
18?6 by J". Dingley, J"r. and R. G.-Foss.· They manufacture 
Women's novelty McKays, and their output is 10,000 pairs. They 
(1} Boot & Shoe Recorder - October 29, 1890. 
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employ 783 hands (450 male and 333. female)~ They sell to 
wholesalers. 
Wise & Cooper-Shoe Company of Auburn,. Maine was founded in 
1883 by ~ohn B. Wise and Arthur H. Cooper. They manufacture 
women•l3--style shoe~, and their output is 1500 pairs daily. 
They employ 225- hands_ (175 male and 50 female). 
ket is the United States. 
Their mar~ 
MacLaughlin-'Sweet ,_ Inc.,- -Auburn., Maine j .formerly Lunn & -Sweet 
Shoe Company, was founded in 1903 by R~ M. Lunn, A. ~. Sweet 
-and W. R. Lynn. They manufacture all ladies shoes - comfort 
Turns - dress Turns -Welts and_McKays. Their daily output 
is 6,500 pairs. They employl300 hands (715 male and 585 
female) and they sell to the retail trade. 
Ault Williamson Shoe Co. , of' Auburn, Maine was_ founded in 1914 
by Charles Ault and OJiarlces .R. Williamson. In 1914 they began 
to manufacture Women 1 s Turn shoes - comfort _construction.- in 
juliets, boots, ox:fords and strap patent using chiefly the 
hand method. -At this time Turn labor was scarce. Today they 
still manufacture the Women's Turn: shoes but more on the style _. 
effect in oxfords and strap :patent_., - These shoes are manufac-
tured from start to finish ~rider one r~of' at the factory in 
Auburn and f'rom there f.!,re .shipped into the . eastern terri tory. 
In addition to this the company operates a distributing branchr 
- - - . 
in st. Louis,- where thousands of_ pairs of'. shoes are kept in 
stock ready for immediate delivery to the western and southern 
sections of the .country. This factory employs 500 hands 
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(300 male and 200 female) and its daily output is 4000 pairso 
It sells to the entire United States, Canada and Mexico. 
- . 
Wood & Smith 1 Inc. was founded .January 1st, 1920 by .John w. 
Wood. The Wood & Smith Corporation started business in 
Auburn .January 1st, 1920, making during the early months of 
1920 about 720 pairs per day of infant•s McKay s-ewed shoes. 
(In spite c£f unfavorable business cond1tions during 1920 and 
1921 the business grew very rapidly)-. 
The factory has run steadily since starting and 
practically to capacity at all times, making during 1926 from 
4400 to 5:,000 pairs per d;ay, all of whichproduction is dis-
tributed through the wholesale and mail 9rder trade with the 
exception of a small percentage sold to Chain Shoe Stores. 
This corporation has the distinction o:f making infant 1 s McKay 
sewed shoes ·exclusively and it is safe t·o say that a very much 
greater volume of thi·s- particular type of shoe is made in this 
factory than is made in any. other factory in the United States. 
This concern employs 264 hands (148 male and 116 female). 
· Brovm-Ni chols Shoe Company was founded in 1921. They manufac-
" "- ~ 
ture Women's Turn comfort shoes, and their daily output is 
1000 pairs. They employ 150 hands (50 male and 100 female). 
They sell to the volume. buyer. 
Barker Shoe Company,was founded February 1st, 1922, by Owen 
Ralph. They manufacture Welt moccasins and Sti t-chdown shoes, 
selling to .Jobbers and Retail trade of' New England. They 
employ 50 hands, and their daily output is 600 pairs. 
At the present time t:he condition of' the shoe indus~ 
,._ 
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try in Maine is similar to that in other New England States. · 
The following quotation describes conditions in the city of' 
~ 
Aubu:rn. What is_ said of A11burn is typical o:f other shoe 
centres in Maine. · 
· 
11 The Auburn shoe industry not only held its own in 
1926, but showed a slight inc~ease over the :previous year. 
The :factories averaged to operate at 70fo of capacity through-
out the year4 The· daily production being approximately 
53,400 :pairs of shoes and the weekly :payroll; not including 
executives, su::p~rintendents, foremen, etc.;, averaged about 
$13,600. About 5;'100 persons_were kept busy throughout the 
year in the ten Auburn factories.. The above :figures include 
only -the· payroll and employees of' the ten: factories actually 
manufacturing shoes; and do not include auxiliary i,ndustries. 
such as box factories,. heel factories, la_st factories 1 etc. 
urn 1925 there were nine factories actually manuf'ac ... 
turing shoes in Auburn. :During 1926, one new firm, - the 
Moran-Hermann Co~,_-· was organized, increasing the number to 
ten. The average daily-production of' 1926 above the produc~ 
_tion of 1925- was approximately 3 1 900 pairs and the average 
increase in weekly. pa-yroll aoout $23,600. Three factories 
increased their capacity during 1926, raising the total 
average daily capacity production _of the city, 2,700 pairs 
to a new total capacity of 76,80~} pairs daily. That is 1 if 
all ten factories in_Auburnwere·to operate at full capacity, 
they could manufacture 76,800 pairs of' shoes daily or one and 
one~half' times as many shoes as there are men, women and 
children in these two cities-. If the factories were to be 
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operated at full capacity, the :payroll would be close to 
$200t000 weekly~ 
"The year 1926 saw very few changes in the kind of 
shoes being manufactured in Auburn. A large percentage of 
the shoes are for women, in either Weltst McKays or Turn com-
fort shoes; one :factory-manufactures men's Welt shoes 
exclusively, 8Jld -one. factory spe cialize.s in shoes for infants 
and children. Most of' the·lines are :popular priced and of' 
good q_uali ty. _Keeping in trendl. with the. times, a great deal 
of attention· has been paid during the ::p_ast year to style 
changes. Where-as· a great number of canvas shoes were former-
·ly manufactured in Auburn, there are now comparatively few 
canvas shoes being manufactured and almost the entire out::put 
is leather. 
11 The men at the head of the shoe industry in Auburn 
are making oonstant stU<l.y .of' conditions and have made many 
important adjustments during the past two years which have 
enabled them to meet competition and keep fairly busy. The 
production and· employment. situation in the Auburn factories 
compares very favorably w~th :those in many other sections of' 
New England. With- continued in-telligent and .aggressive 
methods, there is ·no reason why the _:Auburn shoe industry will 
not improve the 1926 showing during the present year, at least 
hold its ranking position of second in New England andtwelfth 
in the United States in volume of ::productionn. 
(1) 
Scattered over the State are the following-factories operating 
at the present time. 
(1) . Auburn's Shoe Industry in l926 _ ..... Lewiston - Sun...-..Journal 
.January 4, 1927. 
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.John D. Lunn Shoe Cozn.panyt Monmouth, ::Maine was founded in 
" " 
1856 by Charles P. Blake, manufacturing Monmouth Moccasins. 
Mre Blake -oe'gan the manuiacture of moccasins in a 
modest way. His first output was a boot" for woodsmen. His 
moccasins soon obtained a broad reputation; calls for them 
-
c·ame from the west; so he decided: t6 manufacture his product 
on a larger .scale, and erected a commo~ous factory. .Peary, 
the discoverer· of the North Pol·e; elected the Monmouth Moccasin, 
and used it not only f()r himself, but :for his entire crew, on 
his last two _expeditions. 
G. H. Bass & Co.-, Wilton, Maine 1 was founded in 1876 by George 
H. Bass, manufacturing" shoes for ·h?Lrd-_ service, with an· output 
of 1000 pairs a day, and employing 100 ma1e employees and 50 
female employees." They sell to retail stores. 
On March 9, 1876, the first entries were made in the 
books of this partnership form'ed _between ji]. P. Packard and G. 
H. Bass to takeover the shoe business conducted previously by 
Abbott & Packard~ At the close of the year 1876, Mr. Bass 
bought out theiinterest_ of h;spartne-rj he at once assumed full 
responsibility for the business" to which he shortly gave his 
name and r:emained its active directing heacl for nearly fifty_ 
"years. 
The factory of 1876 was a two...:story building about 
40ft. by 20ft., and the front portion of the first floor was 
used as a store.-""""" The -first records show a payroll of eight 
men. The present factory ~con tainipg more than. an acre of flo or 
space, well lighted, eq_uipped with the most modern machinery, 
employing nearly200_operatives, represents the steady'growth 
, 
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of the business "during- the fifty years._- This steady growth 
is due mainly to ·the_unrem• itting labor of Mr. Bass, his ad-
herence to the ideal cwhi ch he early adopted:. Before going 
into the shoe business, Mr. Bass_ had been a tanner and conse-
quently brought with him an intimate knowledge of leathers, 
their quality and adaptability to-different types of footwear. 
Bass shoes .became and have remained justly famous for the 
quality of their leather~ 
In the_ days when 11 let the buyer _beware 11 was a general 
attitude, Mr. J3ass had the foresight and courage to stand 
firmly and ~quarely back of his product by stamping his name 
on the sole of' every shoe. The name,_G. H., Bass, soon be-
came, and still is today; a mark -signifying quality. Mr. 
Bass was also oneof' the :first manufacturers to see the wis-
domc o:f selling direct to the retailer, -and almost :from the 
first he travelled :from-toWn to tow-n with horse and wagon 
calling on the trade. There are still many Bass customers 
whose accounts were opened more.than :forty years ago in just 
this manner. 
For :forty-seven years Mr. Bass gave the business his 
close personal attention and maintained his interest in it un...:. 
til within a few months of his death.:-;Which occurred last 
September. He developed an organization loyal to his ideals 
and devoted to the carrying on of his policies .. The business 
enters its second. half century under the leadership o:f his two 
-sons. 
The original Bass Line -was pre-eminently o:f boots and. 
shoes for heavy duty. J3oots have been dropped; -pther types 
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have been adcl.edt particularly Moccasins and Mock-Moccasins, 
until today one finds in the :Bass line -practically every· 
kind of footwear for use out of doors .. 
R • .T. Sawyer, In.c. , Bangor, Maine .. (present name} was founded 
about 1900 by A~, d. Sawyer-. They are·makers of Hiawatha 
Indian Footwear, and their output is 600 pairs per day. · They 
employ 125 hands, and they sell. to. the trade in North America 
pr"incipally. 
Durand Shoe Co. ·:-was fouridecl in 1905 at Richmond, Maine by 
.T. A. Hawkes, forme;. Haverhill,_ Massachusetts shoe manufac-
turer·, making Tur11s and McKays (all woinens 'shoes) with a maxi-
mum capacity of 1200 pairs daily. In l!1ebruary 1915, Mr. E. E. 
Durand, formerly ·of the Woodbury Shoe Company of :Beverly, Mass. 
and the Hogden Durand Shoe Company of.Salem, Mass. bought an 
interest in this concern and played an active part in building 
it up to where it ranks today as one of the most successful 
shoe companies in the State of Maine,, if not in the United 
States. On .January 1, 1921, Mr. George A. Clouston of :Boston, 
bought out Mr. Hawkes' interest and the firm's name was changed 
to the Durand-Clouston Company, :for three years. On .January 
1, 1924, Mr. :Qurand acquired:Mr.- Clouston's interest and be~ 
came sole owner of the.Company whose name was changed to the 
Durand Shoe Co:rp.pariy. The 'company now manufactures only Woments 
dress, comfort ·McKays., and since .January 1, 1924, the business 
has doubled. It be.came incorporated in Massachusetts in 1905. 
_This cli>mpany employs 225 hands. ·They sell to whole-
sale jobbers and mail order houses. 
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R. P. Hazzard Co. at Belfast and Gardiner, Maine, was founded 
in 1906 by R. P. Hazzard. They manufacture men 1 s and boy's 
welts, and their daily output is 10,000 pairs. They employ 
1400 hands, 400 in their Belfast fac~ory and 1000 in their 
Gardiner factory. Their market is their own stores, chain 
stores, mail order houses and jobbers. 
Portland Shoe Mfg. Co., Portland, Maine -was founded in 1908 
by A. F. Cox & Son. This was originally run as A. F. Cox & Son, 
founded in 1842 at Brunswick, Maine, where he made by hand, Mat 
Kid and Glove leather Julieta and Gore Buskins, of which part 
of the goods manufactured were sent out to the farmers to be 
made especially in the winter. Augustus F. Cox, the founder, 
moved to Portland, Maine 1867 and formed a partnership with 
Granville Tyler, as Tyler & Cox. In 1875 he bought out Tyler 
and took in his oldest son as A. F. Cox & Son, this continued 
till 1891 when Augustus F. Cox died and a corporation was formed 
with the three sons, Henry A. COx, President, who died in l906, 
Frank VI. Cox, Pactory Manager and Clerk, (he died in 1913), and 
Edward W. Cox, Treasurer who now manages the business. They 
manufacture Ladies'Welt pumps and oxfords, and their output 
is 1000 pairs. They employ 138 hands, and sell to New England, 
New York and Chicago ·Jobbers only. 
L. L. Bean, Freeport; Maine. This company was founded in 1912 
by L. L. Bean. They manufacture leather top rubber, etc. Their 
daily output is 275 pairs of shoes'· 100 leather caps, 175 pairs 
of' inner soles, etc. They employ 15 males and 14 females. Their 
market is ~ by mail to the consumer. 
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Trail Moe Shoe Company, Saco, Maine was founded in April, 
1924 by J. A. C_ordeau. They manufacture_ men • s, boy's and 
ladies f ShoeS, m~n J S Spo~t and WOrk ShOeS J also ladies I 
sport shoes, all goodyear welts~ T:heir output is 700 :pairs 
per day. They employ 90 hands; and sell to the jobbers. 
Nature Footwear Corp.,- Bangor, Maine was founded in September, _-
1924. They manufacture children's and growing girls' shoes 
and moccasin type footwear. Their-daily output is 1000 :pairs 
of' shoes. They employ forty hands, _and sell to- retailers, de-
part:rnent stores, chain stores, etc. 
We regret to note the following clipping from the 
ttLewiston .Tournal11 :ef March 11, 1927: - "The Johnson J3ros. 
Shoe Mfg. Com:pai:ty,_who have been manufacturing woments shoes 
here for forty ye·ars, employing about 350 _persons, will close 
their factory about April lst, it was announced today. In-
ability to sell their :product was given as the cause, by-
Richard H. Johnson, who with his -brother, - the late William 
C. Johnson- founded the-business. 
been run at full b-last. 11 • 
The factory has always 
Since 1889, -the industry in Maine has been showing a 
very steady, though no_t r~:pid, growth. -In 1889, 53 factories 
were reported engaged in the making- of' boots and .Shoes. There 
were 6,597 employees, and :an invested capital of $4;804,946; 
the value of the year's products was $10,33!5 1 342. In the 
years since 1889, thebusiness kas experienced a substantial 
growth, though the number of factories has decreased. For the 
years 1919-1920, which is the latest available report of Labor 
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and Indust~y, the--number of fact_ories is 37; total value of 
product is$45,214,224; and the number of' employees is 12,201. 
The expansion has been iri the increase in the size 
of' the- plants already ·operating rather than an increase in 
numbers. This phenomenal development of an industry f'r om its 
crude begim1ing to ~ ts present size indicates clearly that 
men of great foresight and-ability have been at its head. 
The future outlook- of the- shoe_ ,industry in Maine is 
clearly described in the following excerpt from the report of' 
Mr. -:senj. F. Cleaves, Executive Secretary of Associated In-
dustries of Maine - taken from the- Lewiston Sun-Journal of'_ 
- -
January 4th, 1927! =--- -111:'see many reasons for being optimis-
tic. Our boot and shoe industry has shown a decided improve-
ment. Of' course, the- dema,n<i of' the p11rchasing public, both 
men and women, for changes in styles·and-a great variety of 
styles, has made- it necessary f-or our shoe manufacturers to 
very considerably change past methods. Due to this desire_ 
upon the part of the_:purchasing public to have something new 
and unusual in the sll.oe line, and the_ new practice on the part 
of the dealers to buy in relatively small quantities the for--
mer practice of' shoe manufacturers to take orders for six 
months 1 period and then se-t their :factory at work to produce 
this quantity, with relatively few styles and changes; has 
become a thing_ of the- past, -and pr-o_bably one which will never 
again be seen. -
II Sti 11 further t most people are demanding quality in 
their footwear and are_ able and willing to pay. -These, and 
other somewhat controlling- circumstances 1 have changed the 
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former :practice_ of management and made new systems and new 
-practices absolutely necessary. Our shoe manufacturers in 
- -
Maine have already readjusted themselves quite fully to this 
-
new situation, and management-and employes within our state 
are_ able, and always will be able, to :produce here as fine a 
product as can be produced anyW-here a_ · There is no real grounds 
for serious apprehension as to the shoe business as a whole 
w-ithin the State of Maine .. 
11 1926 has found more stability in the shoe market and 
the :prices of material more stable. The market showed a steady, 
slow improvement. The general opinion seems to be that this 
improvement will continue and that 1927 will be a good business 
year in the shoe industrya ;· 
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